YOUR HEALTH IS
OUR PRIORITY
To address the current precautions brought by the
threat of COVID-19, ICA is rolling out online classes to
all math and chess registrants for the spring semester
in both our Glen Rock and Teaneck locations!

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
We are going to be using ZOOM
ZOOM is a video conferencing program to make this
possible. Below is a video detailing the process and
how classes will be set up, as well as what the
students will need on their end to make the process
run smoothly.

WHAT ARE STUDENTS GOING TO
NEED?
- Internet connection and device
(iPad/Computer)
- Speakers/Headphones audio to hear the class
-A working keyboard of some form to use a
chatbox.

IS YOUR STUDENT STUDYING
MATH WITH US?
We will have online math classes using a separate
platform called Newrow. This conferencing program is
similar to ZOOM, however it has a more math friendly
interface, as well as additional tools (whiteboards, file
uploading capabilities, etc.). Newrow operates in the same
fashion as ZOOM, in that, before the class, it provides you
with a link that takes you directly to your room.

ANSWERS TO SOME QUESTIONS YOU MAY
HAVE...
1. We plan to continue online learning until further notice.
2. For those who do not request a refund and do not want to continue
online, we will convert Spring Semester tuition into Summer Classes
or Summer Camp.
3. If you request a refund for the Spring Semester, we will hold 25% of
the paid tuition.
4. Current classes online are not only for current enrolled students!
You can still register for the Spring Semester! Enroll for CHESS at:
https://ica.jumbula.com/#/ica-group-classes and MATH at:
https://ica.jumbula.com/#/ica-math-programs
5. First two weeks of online classes are trial based.
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PROGRAM:
FOR REFERENCE:
HTTPS://DOCS.GOOGLE.COM/DOCUMENT/D/1N1GS47F2ANCPNHHK3GWS8TSCTTMS-JEHHGCQ8Z1YBK/EDIT?
WWW.ENTREPRISESCANADA.CA
USP=SHARING

